
#

88

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6021 224 4.62 1.62 31 9 3/8 30 7.14 4.32 112" NA

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Quickness, Adjusting to Ball, Catch in Traffic, Mental Processing 

WORST

Y, TE

Best fits into a pass heavy offense that uses TE’s more in the Passing game, running both 

short and intermediate routes. 

2014: Achilles (On Inj.Report weeks 5-6) Hamstring(OUT week 14) 2015: Shoulder (On 

Inj.Report weeks 3-4) 2016: Calf (OUT week 1) Hamstring (Inj Report week 10) 2017: 

Back (OUT week 12) 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

A 4 year pro, having spent all 4 years in Philadelphia. 2017 was spent in Doug Pederson and Mike Groh’s

offense. The offense was very well balanced, passing the ball just 55% of the time. The offense consists of both

outside Zones and counters/traps in the run game and 3-5 step drops in the pass game. The offense utilized

multi TE sets as much as anyone in the NFL, using 12 personnel 23% of the time (5Th most), and 13 personnel

10% of the time (3rd most). In 2017, he played 26.5% of Philly’s offensive snaps and 67.5 of their special teams

snaps, yet finishing with the most touchdowns of his career (5). He has only missed 3 games due to injury

throughout his 4 years, most recently missing week 12 of the 2017 season with a back injury. Has a solid build

with a slim frame, solid arm length and a skinny lower body. Has good athletic ability with good quickness,

speed and agility. Overall he has solid competitive toughness, was very effective in the redzone in 2017 and

late in game situations, yet didn’t show a high motor throughout the season. Overall has good separation

quickness, manipulates defenders with a good step and quickness at the top of the route, displaying his good

play speed throughout the route. His separation quickness was shown on short and intermediate routes. Sinks

his hips at the break point and comes back to the ball. Uses his good mental processing to sit in holes during

Zone coverage. Overall he displays a very good ability to catch the ball and adjust to the ball in the air. He can

track the ball in the air and adjust to balls thrown outside his body frame, especially throws above his head.

Has manual dexterity and concentration to make catches in traffic and over the middle of the field. He features

the quickness and agility to be effective running after the catch, but due to a lack of opportunity in the 2017

season, it was not presented on film. When Zone blocking he shows ability to use his quickness and get to the

second level blocks, using good angles and a good fit into the block. He also shows he has the agility to get his

body into position to make reach block on outside Zone. On Gap run plays he does a solid job working his

hands inside the defender. In Pass-Pro he has a solid drop set and punch timing and uses his good mental

processing to recognize a blitz and get in position to make a block. He uses his quickness to be able to mirror

speed rush effectively. He struggles to release against press coverage, not using his hands effectively to get off

the press. Often being slowed down throughout his route when being guarded by a more physical safety.

Overall displays his adequate play strength in each aspect of blocking. On Zone run he is adequate, struggling

to get a punch and ride defender or turn hips of defender on edge. On Gap runs he is also adequate. He

struggles to get a push at the POA, also struggles to steer defender and turn hips away from the ball, regardless

of his good hand position. In Pass-Pro he is overall adequate as well, displaying an adequate anchor and often

softening the edge against a good speed rush. A complementary Tight-end that you can win with, fits into a

pass heavy scheme that utilizes 12/22 personnel and allows the TE’s to run the entire route tree. He relies on

his quickness and mental processing to get open. He struggles blocking in the Gap scheme and Pass-Pro. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

61
Games Started

5
Games Won

Push at the POA, Turning Hips of Defender, Punch and Steer 

PROJECTION A complementary Tight-end that you can win with, fits into a pass heavy scheme that 

utilizes 12/22 personnel and allows the TE’s to run the entire route tree. He relies on his 

quickness and mental processing to get open. He struggles blocking in the Gap scheme and 

Pass-Pro

2017: vs. NYG, vs. DEN, at SEA, at LAR, at PHI

35
Winning %

57%
Positions Started

INJURIES

In 2017, he played 26.5% of Philly’s offensive snaps and 67.5 of their special teams snaps, 

yet finishing with the most touchdowns of his career (5). 
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YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Florida (FLUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Burton, Trey

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

10-29-91 (26)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Iodice, Ray

TEAM


